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Abstract. When a client uses the service which is offered by cloud storage providers, he might worry about
how to retrieve their original files securely. Relieving client’s storage burden and successfully retrieving data
on demand are the ultimate purposes of cloud storage service. To achieve the above two aims, in this paper
we propose a specific way to store and retrieve the out stored data in cloud storage. We utilize an efficient
publicly verifiable secret sharing (PVSS) scheme to divide the file into multiple parts and store them among a
group of servers, then using the recovery algorithm in PVSS, the users can retrieve their stored files
successfully from any k qualified servers without the need of holding original file. Thus, the storage burden
of the user is relieved much. And we show that the security of the protocol is closely related to the
computational Diffie-Hellman problem.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, distributed data storage—cloud storage, has gained increasing popularity for its efficient
and robust data management in cloud computing. Cloud storage brings the data owner many appealing
benefits: relief of the burden of storage management, universal data access with independent geographical
locations, and avoidance of capital expenditure on hardware, software, personnel maintenance, and so on [1].
Although cloud storage provides a new method for information processing and makes these advantages more
appealing than ever, there are also many security challenges needed to be solved properly since many service
providers are untrusted, and they may make malicious behaviors. For example, the providers may refuse to
release the data that client has stored in cloud. This makes that the retrievability of user’s data is at the mercy
of their service providers. So, enabling secure retrieval of outsourced data becomes the most important
problem we must consider.
The researchers have proposed two basic approaches which are called Proofs of Retrievability (POR) [18]
and Provable Data Possession (PDP) [19] to check the availability of the stored data in cloud storage. Jeuls et.
al. [18] proposed a model of “proof of retrivability” (POR), a POR is a protocol in which a server/archive
proves to a client that a target file F is intact, in the sense that the client can retrieve all of F from the server
with high probability. Anteniese et al. defined the “provable data possession” (PDP) model in [19] for
verifying the possession of file on trustless storage severs. In PDP model, the client preprocesses the data and
then sends it to an untrusted server for storage, while keeping a small amount of meta-data. The client later
asks the server to prove that the stored data has not been tampered with or deleted (without downloading the
actual data) [21]. Based on the two models, many variants [20-22] were proposed under different
cryptographic assumptions. These schemes provide probabilistic guarantees of possession, where the client
checks a random subset of stored blocks with each challenge. However, theses variant schemes introduced
above mainly focus on adopting a series of interactive verification to provide a proof for clients that the data
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they have stored in cloud can be obtained on demand, but they haven’t provided a specific method to retrieve
out stored data.
To solve the problem, in this paper we put forward a new approach to achieve efficient and secure
retrieval of data which the user stored in cloud storage providers. Based on the PVSS (publicly verifiable
secret sharing) scheme proposed in [3,4], we divide the file into multiple parts and store them among a group
of servers, then we can retrieve the original data from a qualified set of servers correctly. In the process, we
use the properties of PVSS: firstly, due to the publicity of PVSS, we needn’t private channel between the
client and the servers; Secondly, public verifiability can also ensure that the correctness of any server’s
contribution can be verified by its cooperators, so it prevents the cheat of the cooperative servers in retrieve
phase. The prominent advantage in our method is that the client needn’t keep the backup copy of their original
data in his/her PC, and then he/she can efficiently retrieve the original data from the storage provider. This
will make the storage burden of the user relieved much. So, our scheme achieves the two dominating aims of
cloud storage service.
Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we recall the related preliminaries
of secret sharing mechanism and some number theories. Then our retrieval scheme is proposed in section 3,
security analysis and discussion of the scheme is given in section 4. Finally, we conclude in section 5.

2. Preliminaries
2.1

PVSS(Publicly Verifiable Secret Sharing)

A PVSS scheme consists of three parties: a dealer D, participants , and a verifier V (V is not necessarily
one of the participants).It includes following four algorithms.
1) Share: D runs algorithm Share and divides secret s into n shares:

Shares   s1 , s2 ,sn 
2) Encpt: D sends E1 s1 , E2 s2 ,, En sn  (the encryption of si ) to the verifier V.
3) PubVerify: V checks the correctness of E1 s1 , E2 s2 ,, En sn  and outputs 1 if it is correct.
PubVerify E1 s1 , E2 s2 ,, Esn   1
4) Recover: Any set of more than k participants of Pi can recover s by decrypting the cipher:
Recover Dai s ai  | Pai , ai  1, n,1  i  k   s

2.2

Computational Diffie-Hellman Assumption

The security of our scheme is based on the following CDH assumption. The CDH problem in a cyclic
group G p with order p is described as follows:
Definition 1: Given a triple ( g , g a , g b )  G p , its goal is to compute the g ab  G p .We say that
algorithm A has the advantage  in solving the CDH in group G p if
3







Pr A g, g a , g b  g ab  
where the probability is over the random choice of generator g  G p , the random choice of a, b  Z p .
Assumption 1: The t ,   −CDH assumption holds in group G p if no t−time adversary has advantage at
least  in solving CDH in G p .

2.3

Signatures of Knowledge Proof

So-called zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge allow a prover to demonstrate the knowledge of a secret
w.r.t. some public information such that no other information is revealed in the process. The protocols we use
in the following are all 3-move protocols and can be proven zero-knowledge in an honest-verifier model. Such
protocols can be performed non-interactively with the help of an ideal hash function H. We refer to the
resulting constructs as signatures of knowledge.
In this section, we consider the building blocks: signature of knowledge of equality of two discrete
logarithms of, say y1 , y 2 w.r.t. base g and h, i.e., knowledge of an integer  satisfying y1  g  and y 2  h .

Definition 3: Let G p be a finite cyclic group of order p and α be a generator of G p , random β ∈ G p . The
discrete logarithm of β to the base α, denote log   , is the unique integer x, 0  x  p  1 , such that
 x .





Definition 4: Let y1 , y2 , g , h  G p , verifying c  H y1 || y 2 || g || h || g s y 1 || h s y 2 || m is a signature
of knowledge of the discrete logarithm of both y1  g  w.r.t. base g and y 2  h w.r.t base h on a message
m .The party in possession of the secret  is able to compute the signature, provided that
  log g y1  log h y 2 , by selecting a random t and then computing c and s as:
c



c



c  H y1 || y2 || g || h || g t || h t || m and s  t  c

3. Our Storage and Retrieve Scheme
In our protocol, we can share the important file among a group of servers and everyone besides the servers
can verify the correctness of the shares. Thus the shared data are secure and could be retrieved even if some
shares stored on the servers were attacked. We utilize the protocol based on a novel PVSS proposed in [3]
which adopts (k, n) secret sharing and the signatures of knowledge [16] technique to complete the retrieval
and publicly verifiable functions. By this mechanism, we are able to achieve the secure storage and retrieval
of files in the cloud. Just as the PVSS, it includes following three phases:
1). Initialization We selected two generators g, h in group G p and published them. We denote the user
in the cloud storage by U and severs by S i acted respectively as the D and Pi in the PVSS. Each severs choose
x
a private key xi  Z p and generate a public key yi  h i .
2). Distribution Distribution of shares: The user U who wants to share a random file in the form of
h among a set of severs S1 , S 2 ,, S n will choose a random polynomial f x  of degree k-1 with coefficients
in Z p .
s

k 1

f x    a j x j
j 0

Let a0  f 0  s , then U keeps the polynomial secret but opens C j  g j 0  j  k  1 .U encrypts the
f
f
shares of file h s using the public key of S i to be Yi  yi i ,  f i  f i ,0  i  n and produces X i  g i .
Then, publishing the master public parameters in this system p, g , h, y i , X i , Yi , C j .
a





k 1

X i   C ij
Verification of the encrypted share：The verifier (not necessary to be server S i ) can compute

j 0

j

from C j .

Then the prover (who will be the user) and the verifier execute the following steps:

Prover

Verifier

ti  Z p

i  g t ,  i  y i t
i

i

i , i


ci



ci  Z P

i ?g s X i c

i

i

si  t i  ci

Then prover computes


si

 i ?y i s Yi c
i



i



c  H X i || Yi || g || yi || g si X i i || yi i Yi i .
The process executes k times and the proof consists of R  s1 ,, sn  and c .So, the verifier calculates
c  H  X i || Yi || g || yi || i || i  and then checks weather c   c .
3). Retrieve of shares Decryption of shares. Each sever employ its private key xi to find the shares
1
 i of the random value s by computing  i  Yi xi  h fi .
c

s

c

Extract the shares. Without loss of generality, suppose that a set of severs S i decrypt correct shares
 i i  1,2,, k  .Then, they can reconstruct the function f x  by Lagrange base function
k

li x   
j i
i 0

x j
i j

and compute f 0 to recover the shared file h s :
k


i 1

where l i 

k

j

 j i

li
i

k

 

  h fi

li

k

 f i li

 h i 1

 h fo  h s

i 1

is the Lagrange coefficient.

j i
i 0

4. Security Analysis and Discussion
4.1

The Security Analysis

There are two points we must consider when discussing the security of the scheme as [3]. That isⅰ) the
retrieval protocol results in the file distributed by the user U for any qualified set of severs, ⅱ) any nonqualified set of severs is not able to recover the file. Also, we need consider the security of the encrypted
shares. So, we have the following propositions and the corresponding proofs.
Proposition1. Under the Diffie-Hellman assumption, it is infeasible to break the encryption of the shares.
f

Proofs: As discussed above, breaking the encryption of the random shares is to find h i from given
g , h, X i , Yi , yi .Because g, h are both the generator in the group G p , so we can set h  g  , X i  g  , yi  g  ,
f
which implies that f 0   .Suppose we have obtained h i , then from the constructed parameters above we

have following computational process to gain g :

 

h fi  g 

fi

  X
 g   g

 g fi





i

 g 



Yi  yi i
That is to say we can deserve g  and g  from given g  , g  , g  .Obviously, this contradicts the Diffief

fi

Hellman assumption. So, we get the result in proposition 1 under the Diffie-Hellman assumption: the
encryption of the shares can’t be break without the secret key.
Proposition2. Under the Diffie-Hellman assumption, the retrieval scheme is correct. That is to say, ⅰ)
for any a qualified set of servers, the retrieval protocol can recover the original file which l is stored in the
server by the user, ⅱ) any a non-qualified set of servers is not able to recover the original file.
Proof:ⅰ) this verdict comes from the previous verify process and the facts that X i is derived from the
k 1

C j  g j as
a

X i   C ij  g fi
j 0

j

. The signatures of Knowledge [10] we use in previous verification setup has

been proven to be zero-knowledge in an honest-verifier model. Thus the knowledge extractor is able to
s
recover the file h we shared among severs once it decrypt correct shares  i .
ⅱ) This part implies that any set of less than k servers can’t recover the shares of the value we distributed.
Now we suppose w.l.o.g that severs S1 , S 2 , S k 1 can break the scheme to recover the value. Then we will set
up the system to fulfill the recover but this ultimately violates Diffie-Hellman assumption.
We set h  g  , C 0  g  , which implies that f 0   because of C 0  g 0 defined in part 3. We choose
f1 , f 2 ,, f k 1 randomly from Z p which will fix polynomial f x  .So we can compute
f

X i  g fi , Yi  yi i i  1,, k  1
f
Because f 0 is implicit, we are not able to compute f k ,, f n .However, we can calculate X i  g i by
Lagrange interpolation, then calculate the remaining C j .For i  k ,, n , we compute the public keys y i of

f

severs S i as y i  g i (random  i  Z p ) and set Yi  X i i such that Yi  yi i as required. So far, we defined
f

the system completely from the right distribution. Now, suppose that severs S1 , S 2 , S k 1 can recover the
f
value h 0 .Then we can compute g  from h  g  and the fact f o   ：

 

 



h f 0  g   g   g 
That is to say, we can compute g  from g  and g  . Obviously, it is in contradiction to the Diffief0

Hellman assumption. Thus, we can conclude that any non-qualified set of servers is not able to recover the
stored file.

4.2

Performance Evaluation

In this scheme, the dealer (client) only needs to post k+n elements of G p (the number of C j and Yi ) plus
n+1 number (n responses and the challenge c) of size p . And also, all of these exponentiations are with
relatively small exponents from Z p . Compared to previous Stadler’s O k 2 n secret sharing scheme, where k is
a security parameter, n denotes the number of participants, the scheme we utilize only need Okn  complexity.
Other PVSS such as [6] achieve the same asymptotic complexity as our scheme. But that scheme [6] uses a
rather complicated proof to show that a share is correctly encrypted. For example, its simplest form is to use
RSA with public exponent 3, the scheme requires at least 17 secure commitments per participant, where each
commitment requires a two-way or three-way exponentiation. Hence we can conclude that the scheme we
utilize is essentially optimal and this will be very suitable for the storage and retrieval of scale data in cloud
storage.

 

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a secure and efficient scheme by making use of PVSS to ensure the storage and
retrieval of user’s file in cloud storage. Our scheme has realized two important purposes: 1) by our method,
the user can efficiently retrieve the original out stored data from the storage provider.2) the most important
advantage is that the user needn’t keep the backup copy of their original data in his PC. Thus, it greatly
relieves the user’s storage burden. Furthermore, our scheme has a useful property: due to the public
verifiability of PVSS, it can ensure that the correctness of any server’s contribution can be verified by its
cooperators, so this prevents the cheat of the cooperative servers in retrieve phase; The security of this scheme
is based on the computational Diffie-Hellman assumption and we give the relevant proof.
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